Abstract-Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) communication has attracted increasing attention as a promising technology for 5G networks. One of the key architectural features of mm-wave is the possibility of using large antenna arrays at both the transmitter and receiver sides. Therefore, by employing directional beamforming, both mm-wave base stations (MBSs) and mm-wave user equipments (MUEs) are capable of supporting multi-beam simultaneous transmissions. However, most of the existing research results have only considered a single beam. Thus, the potentials of mm-wave have not been fully exploited yet. In this context, in order to improve the performance of short-range indoor mm-wave networks with multiple reflections, we investigate the challenges and potential solutions of downlink multi-user multi-beam transmission, which can be described as a beamspace multi-user multiple-input multipleoutput (MU-MIMO) technique. We first exploit the characteristic of MBS/MUEs supporting multiple beams simultaneously to improve the efficiency of multi-user BF training. Then, we analyze the inter-user interference to avoid beam selection conflicts. Furthermore, we propose blockage control strategies and multiuser multi-beam power allocation solutions for the beamspace MU-MIMO. The theoretical and numerical results demonstrate that the beamspace MU-MIMO compared with single beam transmission can largely improve the rate performance and robustness of mm-wave networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CCORDING to the forecast of CISCO, global mobile data traffic will increase sevenfold between 2016 and 2021 [1] . Recent researches showed that mm-wave communications, operating in around 30-300 GHz bands, are promising for meeting the explosive growth of mobile data demand [2] - [4] . With directional BF [5] , [6] , it is possible to form multiple beams at both mm-wave transmitter and receiver sides. That is, mm-wave systems are able to provide highdimensional MIMO operations [7] - [9] and can realize spatial spectrum reuse at close distance [10] . However, most current results do not make full potential of mm-wave. For instance, the results in [11] - [14] focused on single beam transmission scenarios, and the work in [10] and [15] - [17] considered the scenarios where only the transmitter side was operating with multiple beams.
In this context, aiming at increasing the achievable rate and robustness of mm-wave networks, we investigated the challenges and potential solutions (including multi-beam selection or beam training, cooperative beam tracking, multi-beam power allocation, and synchronization) associated with singleuser multi-beam simultaneous transmissions (i.e., beamspace SU-MIMO shown as Fig. 1 ) in [18] for the short-range scenarios with multiple non-line-of-sight (NLOS) paths. In order to further enhance the performance of mm-wave systems, we extend our previous work to multi-user scenarios, namely beamspace MU-MIMO, on the basis of existing research results [19] . Since the communication environment with multiuser is more complex than that with single user, not only need we to further expand the strategies proposed in [18] , but also will we face new challenges for implementing the beamspace MU-MIMO. For instance, due to the transmit beams selected by different MUEs may be (partially) overlapped, the interuser interference should be seriously considered in the beamspace MU-MIMO. For better illustration, the directional multi-gigabit (DMG) BF developed in [4] is introduced here. Generally, it consists of two phases: sector-level sweep (SLS) and beam refinement protocol (BRP). During SLS phase, the transmitter sends training packets directionally from predefined sectors and the receiving antenna remains in the quasiomni mode (or uses a wide reception beam). After measuring the link quality of all sectors, the receiver provides the sector sweep feedback to the transmitter and, meanwhile, the best 0090-6778 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. transmit sector can be selected. In this way, the transmit training is performed. BRP phase mainly consists of setup and the optional multiple sector identifier detection (MID) and beam combining (BC) sub-phases, where the MID sub-phase is for receive training, in which the scanning roles are reversed from the transmit sector sweep, and the BC sub-phase is to train the transmit and receive beams in pairwise combinations. After completion of the above phases, the best refined beam pair can be determined, which is used for transmission. It needs to be mentioned that, since there may have severe path loss caused by high diffraction loss and multiple reflection effects in long-range outdoor environments and, thus, NLOS paths in mm-wave communications are generally only considered in short-range (e.g., indoor) scenarios [20] , this work may not be applicable to long-range outdoor mm-wave systems. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) Multi-user BF training: We utilize the capability of supporting multiple beams both at the MBS and MUEs to detect the quality of multiple links simultaneously, and thus increase the efficiency of multi-beam selection for the beamspace MU-MIMO. 2) Inter-user interference coordination: We switch the beam pairs that are first selected but then have conflicts to a non-conflicting candidate (if available), or assign the MUEs with the same conflicting transmit beam to different groups. MUEs in different groups will be served in time division manner. 3) Blockage control: We determine the cause of blockage events according to the state of unbroken links in the beamspace MU-MIMO. If the blockage caused by obstacles (e.g., human) activity, we switch beam. Otherwise, we adjust the set of simultaneous MUEs. 4) Multi-user multi-beam power allocation: We investigate the average power allocation and the prioritized power allocation for the beamspace MU-MIMO to achieve the maximum transmission rate. Furthermore, the prioritized power allocation includes two scenarios: (a) considering the fairness of power allocation among simultaneous MUEs, (b) without considering the fairness. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the network model and the basic idea of the beamspace MU-MIMO are introduced. Section III first describes the mutiuser BF training mechanism and then the potential solutions of multi-user grouping, blockage control, and power allocation for the beamspace MU-MIMO are proposed. Section IV shows numerical results to evaluate the proposed solutions. Finally, Section V concludes the paper. II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW In this study, we consider a short-range indoor mmwave network with one reference MBS and U total sparsely distributed MUEs. Let R denote the set of these MUEs. Meanwhile, both the MBS and MUEs are equipped with multiple DMG antennas as in [4] and [21] . Thus, with directional BF and space division technique, they are capable of supporting multiple orthogonal beams simultaneously and can achieve spectrum reuse, as illustrated in Fig.2 . The orthogonal beams are defined to be the beams of which the main lobes specified by the first-null beamwidths are non-overlapping in spatial domain. Considering that beam energy of high directional beams is mainly concentrated on the main lobe and the effect of sidelobes is generally very low or even can be ignored for mm-wave communications (e.g., in [13] and [22] ), we here only take the relationship between the main lobes into account when defining the orthogonality of simultaneous beams. However, since very high directional beams may be difficult to be synthesized in actual communication systems, the above assumption is actually an ideal assumption to simplify our analysis. Let b 
The multi-user multi-beam simultaneous transmission scheme investigated can be described as the beamspace MU-MIMO defined as Definition 1 in the following. Fig. 2 shows an example of the beamspace MU-MIMO in a two-dimensional (2D) perspective. The analysis is also applicable to the three-dimensional (3D) mode. Note that, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are drawn to show the 2D relationship between the simultaneous beams (or transmission links) for the beamspace MIMO. That is, different beams should be operating on different directions. They are not referring to 2D BF. For ease of analysis, we replace the MBS with U virtual MBSs (vMBSs) located at the same position. Each vMBS serves different MUEs with different transmit beam sets. Moreover, when 1 < b u ≤ b u max , the transmission mode between MUE u and its corresponding vMBS is beamspace SU-MIMO (e.g., for MUE1 and MUE3 in Fig. 2 ) and it is beamspace SU-SISO when b u = 1 (e.g., for MUE2). In this context, the beamspace MU-MIMO can be defined as a set of the beamspace SU-MIMO and/or SU-SISO technologies with space division technique. However, since the communication environment with multi-user is more complex than that with single user, the beamspace MU-MIMO may face some new challenges, e.g., beam conflicting. Moreover, the system performance of the beamspace MU-MIMO is various for different combinations of simultaneous MUEs. Thus, the proposed scheme cannot be seen as a simple combination of the beamspace SU-MIMO/SISO, but should consider the relationship of the selected beam set of each vMBS-MUE and the problem of simultaneous MUE grouping carefully.
Definition 1 (Beamspace MU-MIMO): The beamspace MU-MIMO is defined as an mm-wave communication mode that an MBS with multiple orthogonal beams can transmit simultaneously to a set of MUEs, where each MUE is with one or more operating beams. That is, denoting Q as the set of MUEs, b MBS max and b u max as the maximum number of transmitting and receiving beams of the MBS and MUE u (u ∈ Q), respectively, the multi-user multi-beam simultaneous transmissions can be termed as N × N U beamspace MU-MIMO, where U is the number of MUEs in Q, N is the total number of transmitting and receiving (T-R) beam pairs between the MBS and the simultaneous transmitting MUEs,
. Here, N U means that the beamspace MU-MIMO has U simultaneous MUEs with N simultaneous links.
In order to implement the beamspace MU-MIMO and, meanwhile, to achieve optimal system performance, we should address following challenges. 1) Since the link quality of only one transmit/receive direction can be detected at a time in traditional BF training (e.g., in 802.11ad/ay), the efficiency of beam selection is generally very low. Thus, the existing beam selection solutions are not entirely applicable to the beamspace MU-MIMO. 2) The best transmit beam sets selected by different MUEs may be (partially) overlapped, e.g., in Fig. 2 , one NLOS link for MUE1 has conflict with the line-of-sight (LOS) link for MUE2 over the transmit beam. The inter-user interference will be significant in this case. 3) As mm-wave links are sensitive to blockage events, which may be caused by a variety of reasons, the proper blockage control solutions are required to ensure the system performance of the beamspace MU-MIMO. 4) Considering that the transmission performance of different links for different MUEs may vary widely, the appropriate power allocation strategies should be seriously considered to maximize the achievable rate of the beamspace MU-MIMO.
In this context, we will investigate the corresponding solutions to these issues in the following sections. To simplify illustration, Table I summarizes the main notations used throughout the paper. (u ∈ R) that best matches the LOS path and/or NLOS paths between a vMBS and its corresponding MUE, hereafter called vMBS-MUE. Similar to [4] and [21] , after the successful completion of BF training, directional BF is established. It is quite different from the concept of normal beam training which generally refers to how to create a beam by taking into account antenna dimensions. In the precoder, it can operate either in digital or hybrid BF. Moreover, to avoid beam conflicts, we further adjust the initially selected T-R beam pair sets by analyzing inter-user interference. To guarantee the network performance, we then propose blockage control and power allocation strategies for the beamspace SU-MIMO.
A. Multi-User BF Training
The multi-user BF training mechanism here seeks to improve the downlink performance of beamspace MU-MIMO. The corresponding strategies for uplink transmission are left as future work. For ease of illustration, we divide the region of the MBS/MUEs into a number of transmit/receive sectors (i.e., orthogonal beam directions) which are corresponding to different sector identifiers (IDs), as in [4] . Since the use of the IDs introduced in our work is an inherent characteristic of IEEE 802.11ad/ay (i.e., [4] , [21] ), compared with the existing method, it will not increase the burden of the training. Meanwhile, the total number of sectors is determined by the capability of the MBS/MUEs. As described in [4] , the number of sectors per DMG antenna shall not be greater than 64 and the total number of sectors across all DMG antennas in a STA shall not be greater than 128. The number of sectors actually used may be determined by the actual demand (e.g., a higher accuracy or shorter time of the training). Generally, the larger the number of sectors is used, the more accurate the training results to, but the longer the training time is used. Moreover, since each sector corresponds to a unique sector ID, the number of IDs is equal to that of sectors. Considering that the sector ID field in each transmitted BF frame is used to uniquely identify the sector (i.e., there is only one ID in each frame), the number of IDs generally does not affect the system performance.
The proposed mechanism mainly consists of three phases and, moreover, the conceptual flow of the first two phases is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The details are as follows.
(i) Transmit Training: In this phase, similar to [18] , all MUEs are in the quasi-omni mode and the MBS scans with n tx directional beams simultaneously. The quasi-omni antenna pattern is a DMG antenna operating mode with the widest beamwidth attainable, which is defined in [4] . Considering that the quasi-omni mode in BF training is widely used in 60 GHz WLAN/PAN protocols [4] , [23] and, meanwhile, for the problems of how to form a quasi-omni beam and what impacts it can have on the efficiency of BF training have been studied in [11] , we ignore the details here. Assuming that the total number of transmit sectors is S MBS , we have
Hence, we only need to test SMBS ntx times to determine the best transmit beam set N u TX for MUE u (∀u ∈ R). The mathematical operator · returns the smallest integer value that is greater than or equal to a number.
(ii) Receive Training: Similar to [18] , this phase swaps the scanning roles in the transmit training phase. Thus, MUE u (∀u ∈ R) can obtain its best receive beam set N u RX after scaning Su n u rx times, where S u is the total number of MUE u receive sectors, n u rx is the number of simultaneous scanning beams, and
Since the number of simultaneous receive beams supported by each MUE may be different, the number of tests required for completing their respective receive training will also be different. Supposing that S u = S MUE for ∀u ∈ R, the number of tests required to complete multi-user receive training In our study, as the DMG BF in [4] , the training packets will be transmitted using the low power and low rate modulation and coding scheme (MCS) (i.e., MCS 0) to ensure reliable communication required to establish the initial beamformed link [6] . The power adjustment requirements in actual training may be implicitly determined by the MCS in the scheduling information and, meanwhile, it may also be related to some other system parameters (e.g., bandwidth and transmission distance). In fact, even if the maximum transmit power limited by spectrum management organizations (e.g., Federal Communications Commission, FCC) is used in training, the training results of the proposed multi-beam training may not be as good as that of single-beam training. Because the power projected through each beam will be reduced, some links may not be selected in the proposed scheme, although they can be selected in single-beam training. Actually, if some links cannot be selected in the multi-beam training, they may not be suitable for multi-beam simultaneous transmissions.
It should be mentioned that the link quality in training can be measured by received power, SNR (SINR) or bit error rate (BER). In our study, we take SINR as the performance measure index. As in IEEE 802.11ad/ay, the SNR of each sector can be obtained in the SNR subfield of the Channel Measurement Feedback element, which is one of the body components of Management and Extension frames. For further details, please refer to [4] and [21] . The SINRs of sectors received during the proposed training scheme can be obtained in the similar way, where the inter-beam interference may be treated as noise in the channel measurement. In general, the SNR can be obtained by the conversion of the received signal strength of received data frames from the network rather than directly measured. For instance, it may be the sum of the decibel values of SNR per tone divided by the number of tones represented in each stream which is calculated as SNR tone = 10
(RSSI+P adjust )/10 , where RSSI (in dBm)
indicates the received signal strength of beacon or probe response frames received from the STA that corresponds to MAC entity and P adjust (in dBm) is the implementation specific power adjustment parameter used to convert RSSI into SNR, as given in [24, eq. (R-2)]. Since the simultaneous beams are mutually orthogonal, the inter-beam interference here is caused by sidelobes. In this context, compared with the traditional method (i.e., single-beam training), no additional operation is needed to get the SNR (or SINR) for the multiple beam training. However, more training operations may be required when using the proposed method in a cellular network. Moreover, the quality of each link is determined by the path loss and the inter-beam interference. Although the effect of sidelobes is not explicitly discussed, it is actually implicit in the training, as the training result is based on the link quality. Meanwhile, the relationship between sidelobes in-phase may cause non-orthogonality of the beams. Although this nonorthogonality is not considered here, the performance of the proposed scheme can be guaranteed by taking multiple beam combination and simultaneous MUE grouping (please see the following subsection). The two measures can prevent the selection of the links with low link quality (the low quality may be caused by sidelobe effect) as simultaneous links and, thus, can reduce the impact of sidelobes. In fact, since the links selected in training needs to operate simultaneously in the beamspace MU-MIMO, the result of the traditional single-beam training strategy may not apply to the beamspace MU-MIMO. It is because that although a single link selected in the singlebeam training can obtain high link quality, the performance may not be very good when the selected links operating simultaneously, as multiple sidelobes along the same direction can be in-phase aligned. Actually, the proposed multiple beam training can address this problem to a certain extent. In order to better illustration how the proposed scheme can adapt to the cases when sidelobes exist, we give an example here. That is, there are three sectors (e.g., sector IDs are 1, 2 and 3, respectively) at the MBS side and sector 2 is associated with the good physical link and, meanwhile, the beams operating in sector 1 and 3 have sidelobes in sector 2, through which the energy can be transferred to MUE u (u ∈ R). Since the link quality of the beams/sectors selected in training should be above a given threshold to obtain good transmission performance and the energy of sidelobes in millimeter wave communications is generally considered very low, the sidelobe energy of the beams in sector 1 and 3 is generally not enough to make the two sectors selected, although it may be transferred to MUE u in sector2. In addition, since the maximum number of the selected beams/sectors in the transmit training is limited (e.g., N TX beam defined in [11] ), we are sure to select the beams/sectors with high link quality. For example, if N TX beam = 1, only sector 2 in the above example will be selected. Moreover, the final training result is determined in the third training phase (i.e., beam combining). If N TX beam = 3 and all the three sectors are selected in the first training phase (i.e., transmit training), sector 1 and 3 may not be reserved for data communication after beam combining. It is because their link qualities are based on sidelobes, which is generally not very good when combined with the receive beams obtained in the second training phase (i.e., receive training).
In fact, as multiple packets from different sectors/beams may be received by an MUE at the same time, in order to separate them, the orthogonality of the signals transmitted simultaneously shall be considered carefully. We use scrambling technique [25] , [26] to solve this problem as follows. Firstly, the MBS shall use a set of orthogonal sequences (e.g., scrambling codes) to process the data to be transmitted. Note that each scrambling sequence is assigned to different beams with different sector IDs. Secondly, the MBS sends the scrambled data sequences by using multiple beams. In fact, in addition to space division, the inter-beam interference can be further suppressed in this scenario. Thirdly, MUEs can separate the signals received from different beams and restore the original data by descrambling (i.e., the inverse process of scrambling). The related scrambling code sequences must be known to MUEs in advance before beam training (e.g., through the broadcasting of the MBS). Obviously, the complexity of the proposed scheme is higher than that of the singlebeam training. Thus, the improvement of training efficiency is achieved by sacrificing the complexity of implementation. Since complexity is not the focus of our study, we will not further discuss here.
B. Simultaneous MUE Grouping
Considering the diverse and finite number of simultaneous operating beams supported by the MBS and MUEs, the MBS is generally unable to serve all MUEs in its coverage simultaneously. Moreover, the system performance of the beamspace MU-MIMO is various for different combinations of simultaneous MUEs. To ensure the performance, this subsection is devoted to grouping simultaneous MUEs through the analysis of inter-user interference. First of all, MUE u (∀u ∈ R) should feed N u pair back to the MBS. To avoid collision, this can be carried out by polling mechanism. That is, the MBS may transmit individually addressed poll frames to MUEs to solicit the feedback information from those MUEs. When the typical MUE receives the frame, it may feed its training result back to the MBS. Since the feedback process is also required for the traditional single beam training (e.g., the DMG BF) for transmissions, which can be introduced in this work, the burden of training feedbacking will not increase. However, due to the need for transmitting poll frames, the burden of the informing process will increase. In general, the more MUEs there are, the longer the total informing time is needed.
Since the decision of multi-beam selection for each MUE is relatively independent, the transmit beams selected by them may be (partially) overlapped, e.g., when MUEs are located very close and cannot be separated in beamspace. We assume that one beam can serve only one MUE at a time. To avoid beam conflicts, we need to adjust or re-select N u pair (∀u ∈ R), e.g., by beam switching. After that, we can proceed to the selection of simultaneous MUEs as described in Algorithm 1. • The other MUEs (e.g., MUE k, k ∈ C m \s, u) should be assigned to different simultaneous MUE groups and will be served in time division manner. Denoting N u as the operating T-R beam pair set of MUE u,
In this study, the MBS makes the decision of multi-user grouping and informs the MUEs of the decision result (i.e., the selected MUEs and their corresponding beam pairs). Before each transmission cycle, Algorithm 1 can realize the selection of simultaneous MUEs for the beamspace MU-MIMO. Meanwhile, the losing selected MUEs have relative high priorities in the next cycle to ensure fairness.
C. Blockage Control
As mm-wave signals are highly affected by blockage events, blockage should be effectively addressed to guarantee the system performance of the beamspace MU-MIMO. In this subsection, we propose a blockage control mechanism to address the link blockage events caused by the activity of obstacles (e.g., the blocker shown in Fig. 1 ) and by MUEs own movement (e.g., rotation). Its main idea includes the following two steps:
• the maximum number of transmit beams b Remove MUE u from Q; 10:
Record MUE x into Q; Record MUE x into Q; • Determine the cause of blockage through changes in the quality (e.g., SINR) of the unbroken links. Here, we assume that the MBS is fixed. Moreover, we do not consider the effect of the interference outside the system. • Take corresponding strategy according to the cause of blockage. If the blockage is caused by obstacle activity, we take beam switching. We adjust the simultaneous MUE set Q if it is caused by MUE movement. Although blockage events may be caused by a variety of reasons that are difficult to be known in mm-wave networks, we can identify the above two reasons in the beamspace MU-MIMO. Since the simultaneous links consist of multiple LOS and/or NLOS links with different link quality, they will generally not be interrupted at the same time. On one hand, when an obstacle moves within the communication range of the beamspace MU-MIMO, it may break some of the simultaneous links, but has almost no effect on the others. We also note that, when the blockage occurs, the number of simultaneous links decreased, the inter-beam interference may be reduced, and then the quality of the unbroken links may be improved. On the other hand, when an MUE in the beamspace MU-MIMO moves, all its receiving beams will deviate from the original directions. That is, the T-R beam pairs will no longer be aligned. Thus, the quality of all the simultaneous links will be reduced at this time and even some of them may be interrupted. In this context, we determine the blockage is caused by obstacle activity if the quality of unbroken links has improved or almost keeps the same and it is caused by MUE movement if the quality of all the unbroken links has reduced. Assuming that link i of MUE u (u ∈ Q, i ∈ N u ) is blocked and denoting SINR u,j and SINR u,j the quality of link j (∀j ∈ N u \i) before and after the blockage event occurs, respectively, and
the average link quality of MUE u after the blockage event occurs, the proposed blockage control mechanism can be described as Algorithm 2.
Moreover, for the blockage caused by obstacle activity, we can adopt the cooperative beam tracking mechanism proposed in [18] , of which the main idea is to restore the broken link (e.g., link i) through interactions of beam switching signalings using the T-R beam pairs operating on unbroken links (e.g., link j, j ∈ N u \i), to realize the beam switching of MUE u if b u > 1. Furthermore, if we need to adjust Q, a coordination process between the MBS and the new selected MUE (e.g., MUE x) is required to start data transmissions. For instance, the MBS shall send a simultaneous transmission request frame with beam configuration to MUE x. If the MUE receives the frame, it shall reply with a corresponding response frame indicating that it is ready for communication. Here, if we consider dual-band networks, which is referring to coexisting mm-wave and sub-6 GHz communications, the request frame can be transmitted in the low frequency (LF) and the response frame replies on the high frequency (HF). Taking WiFi system as an example, Fig. 4 illustrates the exchange sequence of simultaneous MUE adjustment assisted by LF. When the MBS receives the response frame, it will perform multiuser synchronization and then start the next simultaneous transmission cycle. It is noteworthy that the LF in some dualband networks can also transmit user data more than control signaling. However, related discussion is beyond the scope of this work.
As given in [11] , the whole duration for typical training operations is about 1.8 ms. In [4] , a DMG STA shall transmit QoS Null (no data) frames to maintain a beamformed link when it does not have data to send. We here use this kind of frame to detect whether the blocked link is restored, as shown in Fig. 5 . To address the blockage of link i, the MBS may If the number of sectors in training is 32, its maximum value will be less than 1.1 ms. Therefore, compared with retraining beams when blockage occurs, beam switching can not only help reduce required operations, but it can also shorten link recovery time.
Considering that the moving MUEs here may in fact be served individually rather than in the beamspace MU-MIMO mode, this solution is not applicable to mm-wave mobile applications of which the MUEs are in moving state. Although the channel coherence time is long enough such that the beam training efforts may be safely ignored for the fixed mm-wave link, the efforts of multi-beam training presented early in this paper are nontrivial. On the one hand, the training efficiency can be increased. As far as beam training is concerned, the higher the training efficiency, the better the system performance. As mm-wave links are generally sensitive to blockage, blockage events may occur continuously over time. As the number of blockage events increases, the cumulated saving time will be non-trivial. Therefore, the system performance can be improved by adopting the proposed solution. On the other hand, due to the influence of inter-beam interference and beam conflicting, the training results of the single-beam training may not be suitable for multi-beam simultaneous transmissions in our study. Through multi-beam combination selection and simultaneous MUE grouping, the interference can be reduced and the beam conflicting can be avoided and, then, the system performance can be guaranteed. In fact, the single-beam training in this study refers to the DMG BF, which is developed for single-user scenarios. Certainly, there are other improvement measures for the single-beam training to make it equivalently manage the inter-beam/user interference, e.g., use feedback as in the proposed scheme. We will investigate it in our future work.
D. Multi-User Multi-Beam Power Allocation
Since the quality of different links may vary widely among simultaneous MUEs, we should make reasonable power allocation for the beamspace MU-MIMO in order to maximize the achievable rate. The NLOS links in this study are assumed to be first order reflections, because mm-wave signals are generally negligible after high-order reflections and the actual transmission paths of them are unpredictable. For tractability of the analysis, we approximate the actual antenna pattern by an ideal sectored antenna model [12] , [27] , [28] . The directivity gain can be expressed as [13] 
where ξ is the operating beamwidth and z is the average gain of side lobes, 0 ≤ z < 1. Furthermore, the path loss of mmwave can be modeled as [29] L (R) [dB] = A + 20 log 10 (f c ) + 10n log 10 (R) ,
where f c is the carrier frequency in GHz, R is transmission distance in m, A is the attenuation value, and n is the path loss exponent [30] . Since the T-R beam pairs for the beamspace MU-MIMO are mutually orthogonal, we assume that the inter-beam interference is mainly caused by side lobes. Therefore, the SINR of link i for MUE u (u ∈ Q) is SINR u,i [dB] = 10 log 10
where P i t is the transmitted power; g ξ 
where ξ t,min and ξ r,min are the minimum beamwidth of transmit and receive beams, respectively; P max and p max are the maximum transmit power of the MBS and each beam, respectively. Note that the function arguments have been omitted for notational simplicity. Considering the simplest scenario with narrow beams, i.e., z 1, we can neglect the inter-beam interference and optimize the operating beamwidth for each link individually. That is, the optimal beamwidth of transmit and receive beams are ξ u,i t * = ξ t,min and ξ u,i r * = ξ r,min , respectively. Here, the narrow beam can be seen as the pencil beam described in [22] . Although the narrow/pencil beam may be difficult to be synthesized in actual communication systems, we introduce this concept only to analyze the maximum/limit value of P1. Hereafter, the optimized parameters are identified by " * " on the upper right corner. Meanwhile, the SINR expression formulated in Eq. (5) is simplified as SNR according to
As P1 contains a number of parameters need to be optimized, it is difficult to obtain the optimal solution. Thus, we investigate two low complexity and suboptimal solutions for multi-user multi-beam power allocation to address P1 with narrow beams.
Average Power Allocation (APA): The transmission power of each link is the same without considering the difference of link quality.
Proposition 1: Consider P1 with narrow beams. With APA for the simultaneous links, the optimal transmission power of link i and the maximum achievable rate of the beamspace MU-MIMO are given by, respectively, P
and
where
and b * u can be obtained by Algorithm 3. Proof: For narrow beams, i.e., z 1, ξ
and ξ u,i r * = ξ r,min for ∀i ∈ N u , ∀u ∈ Q. Meanwhile, the
Algorithm 3 Simultaneous Beams Optimization
Input:
• the set of simultaneous MUEs Q;
• the operating T-R beam pair sets N u for ∀u ∈ Q; Remove MUE s from Q; 11: end if 12: Go to step 1; 13: else 14: Q * = Q;
inter-beam interference caused by side lobes can be ignored. For APA, the optimal Q, N u , and b u can be obtained by Algorithm 3. Then, we obtain the optimal transmission power P i t * APA shown in (8) . Substituting the optimized parameters into (6), we obtain the maximum achievable rate of the beamspace MU-MIMO with APA Rate * APA shown in (9) . Prioritized Power Allocation (PPA): Considering that the quality of different links may vary widely, we give priority to optimize the transmission power of the links with high link quality to solve P1. Furthermore, this solution includes two cases: (i) considering the fairness of power allocation among simultaneous MUEs, and (ii) without considering the fairness.
Proposition 2: Consider P1 with narrow beams. When the fairness of power allocation among simultaneous MUEs is taken into account, we give priority to the best link for each MUE (e.g., link for MUE u) and employ the APA to allocate power for other simultaneous links. Denoting U * as the optimal number of MUEs in Q * , the optimal transmission power and the maximum achievable rate of the beamspace MU-MIMO are given by, respectively, P
and (12), as shown at the bottom of the next page. Proof: With the fairness, the optimal transmission power of the best link (e.g., link ) for each MUE is p max . By employing APA, we obtain the optimal power for other links (i.e., ∀i ∈ N u \) shown in (11) . Substituting the optimized parameters of narrow beams into (6) and combining it with (10) and (11), we obtain the maximum achievable rate Rate * PPA−FP shown in (12) . . Thus, the optimal transmission power and the maximum achievable rate of the beamspace MU-MIMO are given by, respectively, P
and (14), as shown at the bottom of the next page. Proof: Without fairness, the optimal transmission power of the links in N * OFP is p max . Then, if the SNR of link x with the rest power p (i.e., the remaining power of the MBS after allocating power for the MUEs in N * OFP ) can meet SNR x > η, this link joins the simultaneous transmissions. Substituting the optimized parameters into (6), we obtain the maximum achievable rate Rate * PPA−OFP shown in (14) .
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents numerical results on the performance of the beamspace MU-MIMO. The objective is four-fold: (i) to verify the effectiveness of the proposed multi-user BF training mechanism; (ii) to compare and analyze the performance of the average power allocation (APA) and the prioritized power allocation (PPA); (iii) to estimate the impact of multi-beam on the robustness of network connection; (iv) to investigate the performance of the proposed blockage control mechanism. To simplify our simulations, we assume that ξ [29] . In addition, at a standard temperature of 17
• C, We evaluate the inter-beam interference among them according to Eq. (5). That is,
. In other words, for a typical link/beam (e.g., link i), the possible interference obtained from other simultaneous transmitting beams is evaluated by the sum interference of the interference caused by the sidelobes of each beam. Note that, although the simulation results may be different for different values of z, the changing trend of the obtained curves is consistent and, thus, the system performance can be evaluated. Fig. 6 shows that the proposed multi-beam transmit training can effectively improve the efficiency of beam selection. For example, when ξ t = 10
• , we have S MBS = 36 and 1 ≤ n tx ≤ 10 which can be known from Eq. (1). Hence, if n tx = 5, to obtain the best transmit beam sets (i.e., N u TX for ∀u ∈ R), the MBS only needs to scan SMBS ntx = 8 times by adopting the proposed solution. However, using the traditional transmit training operating with single beam, the number of required scans is S MBS = 36. Similarly, we can verify the effectiveness of the proposed multi-beam receive training for selecting the best receive beam sets (i.e., N u RX for ∀u ∈ R). Furthermore, the larger the values of n tx and n rx , the more superior the proposed mechanism.
In Fig. 7 , we investigate the rate performance of the beamspace MU-MIMO with APA and with PPA, respectively. Here we consider the network is with three MUEs, i.e., U = 3 and, meanwhile, each of them is operating with a LOS link and two NLOS links, i.e., b = u∈Q b u = 9. Moreover, we assume that the quality of each LOS link is better than that of NLOS links and R u i = R LOS for LOS links and R u i = R NLOS for NLOS links for ∀u ∈ Q, ∀i ∈ N u . In this context, the rate performance of beamspace MU-MIMO with PPA is the same regardless of the fairness of power allocation among simultaneous MUEs. Clearly, the results indicate that, compared with the beamspace MU-SISO, the beamspace MU-MIMO can largely improve the rate performance of mm-wave networks when η is relatively low and it will be degenerated to the beamspace MU-SISO when η is relatively high. Note that we have U = 3 and b u = 1 (∀u ∈ Q) for the beamspace MU-SISO here and, meanwhile, each link is assumed to be LOS. For example, as given in Fig. 7(a) , when η = 8dB, we have Rate We considered the interbeam interference caused by side lobes in this simulation, i.e., z = 0.1. For narrow beams, i.e., z 1, we can neglect the inter-beam interference and then the rate performance is shown as Fig. 7(b) . By comparing Fig. 7(b) with (a), we can Moreover, we evaluate and compare the performance of PPA with or without the fairness of power allocation among simultaneous MUEs. Here we assume that U = 3, b u = 3 for ∀u ∈ Q. Further, there is a LOS link and two NLOS links for MUE1 with R LOS = 7m, R NLOS1 = 10m, and R NLOS2 = 15m, which is the same for MUE2, and there are three NLOS links for MUE3 with R NLOS = 20m. The achievable rate performance versus the SINR threshold η for the beamspace MU-MIMO with PPA in the above two situations is given in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , respectively. For this example, we can see that the rate performance is better for the scheme with the fairness than that without considering the fairness when η is relatively low (e.g., Rate PPA−FP MU−MIMO − Rate PPA−OFP MU−MIMO ≈ 6.5Gbps when η = 4dB) and it is the same for the two cases when η is relatively high (e.g., η = 20dB). Furthermore, without the fairness, the achievable rate of MUE1 will grow by about 4.3Gbps when η = 4dB. However, the rate of MUE3 will be reduced to zero, which means that it is not be served at this time. The two PPA solutions have different characteristics, and we should choose according to actual needs. For instance, if we intend to serve as many MUEs as possible simultaneously, the PPA with the fairness may be preferable; or if we want to maximize the rate performance of the MUEs with better transmission quality, the PPA without the fairness may be adopted. Fig. 9 estimates the robustness of the network connection of the beamspace MU-MIMO. In this simulation, an outage event happens (i.e., the network connection is disconnected) if all the simultaneous links are interrupted. Thus the outage Fig. 9 . Outage probability of the beamspace MU-MIMO, where (a) bu = 3 for ∀u ∈ Q, and (b) U = 3.
probability can be estimated as
where p k is the random link blockage probability and 0 ≤ p k ≤ 1. For simplifying simulations, we assume that p k = p for all the links. Then, we have
. Similarly, the outage probability of the beamspace SU-SISO and MU-SISO are given by P SUS = p and P MUS = p U , respectively. The results show that the beamspace MU-MIMO can greatly reduce the outage probability of the network. Further, the larger the values of U and b u , the more robust the network connection. For example, when p = 0.6, we have P SUS = 0.6, P MUS = 0.36 when U = 2, P MUM ≈ 0.05 when U = 2 and b u = 3, and P MUM ≈ 0.002 when U = 3 and b u = 4 (∀u ∈ Q). It should be mentioned that the outage probability above is defined in the perspective of system. That is, our analysis focuses on the system connectivity of the beamspace schemes, but not on a particular user. For a particular MUE, its transmission connection does not change with increasing U in the beamspace MU-MIMO/SISO.
In Fig. 10 , we investigate the rate performance of the beamspace MU-MIMO with the proposed blockage control mechanism when a blockage event occurs. The mechanism includes two types of situations, i.e., beam switching and adjusting the simultaneous MUE set. Here, we assume that U = 2, b u = 2 for ∀u ∈ Q, and R LOS = 5m and R NLOS = 6m for MUE1, which is the same for MUE2. Further, the LOS/NLOS link of MUE1 is assumed to be interrupted in the fourth simultaneous transmission cycle. Then, the MBS switches the T-R beam pair on the blocked link to a candidate if the blockage is caused by obstacle activity, or adjusts Q if it is caused by the movement of MUE1 or if MUE1 has no link candidates. In our simulations, the candidate link of MUE1 is set to be an NLOS link with R c,NLOS = 9m, and there are two links for the reselected MUE3 with R LOS = 7m and R NLOS = 8m. The results show that the achievable rate of the beamspace MU-MIMO with the proposed blockage control mechanism can still remain at a very high level when the blockage event occurs, while it will be reduced to zero if retraining BF as the data transmission is not supported in this phase. Moreover, since BF training may take some time (e.g., a few seconds or even minutes) and beam switching only needs a very short time for signaling interaction, the proposed mechanism is more efficient than retraining BF for resolving the blockage.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, in order to further enhance the performance of mm-wave networks with multiple reflections, we extended our previous work to multi-user scenario, namely beamspace MU-MIMO, and investigated the related challenges and potential solutions for downlink transmission. First, we improved the efficiency of multi-beam selection for the beamspace MU-MIMO by utilizing the capability of supporting multiple beams both at the MBS and MUEs. Second, in order to guarantee the system performance, we grouped simultaneous served MUEs to avoid beam conflicts and proposed a blockage control mechanism to alleviate link blockage events. Third, we analyzed two low complexity multi-user multi-beam power allocation solutions, i.e., the APA and the PPA. Furthermore, the PPA consists of two sub-solutions when the fairness of power allocation among simultaneous MUEs is taken into account. The numerical results demonstrated that they are very effective to improve the achievable rate of the beamspace MU-MIMO and to enhance the robustness of the network connection.
APPENDIX CALCULATION OF BEAM SWITCHING TIME
To estimate the time of beam switching (e.g., denoting by T ), as shown in Fig. 5 , we use QoS Null and ACK frames to detect whether the blocked link is restored. If the link can be restored after switching M times, the switching time is T = M × (T QoS−Null +aSIFSTime+T ACK +aDIFSTime), (16) where T QoS−Null and T ACK are the transmission time of QoS Null and ACK frame, respectively, aSIFSTime and aDIFSTime are a SIFS period and a DIFS period, respectively. For [4] , aSIFSTime = 3 us and aDIFSTime = aSIFSTime + 2 × aSlotTime = 13 us, where aSlotTime = 5 us. Meanwhile, we assume that the QoS Null and ACK frames are transmitted in the DMG control PHY mode and, thus, their transmission time can be calculated according to the following equation that given in [4, Sec. 21.12 
where T STF−CP is control PHY short training field duration, T STF−CP = 3.636 us; T CE−CP is control PHY channel estimation field duration, T CE−CP = 655 ns; Length is the length of the PHY service data unit (PSDU) defined in the header field; N CW is the number of low-density parity check (LDPC) codewords, N CW = 1+
(Length−6)×8 168 ; T C is single carrier chip time, T C = 0.57 ns; N TRN is training length field defined in the header; T TRN−Unit is training unit field duration. Since there is no data in the QoS Null and ACK frames and they are not for training here, their transmission time is 3.636us+655ns+(11 × 8 + 1 × 168)×0.57ns×32 = 8.96044 us. Therefore, we have T ≈ M × 33.9 us.
